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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Understanding the relationship between sleep and daily life
can provide insights into a healthy life style since the sleep
quality is one of the most important indicators of people’s
health status. This paper studies the extent to which a person’s sleep quality can be predicted by his/her daily context
information. A combination of the machine learning technology and medical knowledge is used to study the relation
between context and sleep quality, so that sleep quality can
be predicted in real time according to the relation.
We propose a novel sleep quality predicting framework
from user context data, without requiring users to wear special devices. We develop a data collecting and analyzing
prototype system called SleepMiner, which uses on-phone
data such as mobile sensor data and communication data to
extract human contexts. Then the relationship between context data and sleep quality is analyzed and a learning model based on factor graph model is proposed to predict sleep
quality. From experimental results we demonstrate that it is
possible to accurately infer sleep quality (around 78%) from
user context information. A set of solutions are proposed
to address the practical problems of Android phone in data
collection, making SleepMiner work with minimal impact on
the phone’s resources. We finally carry out experiments to
evaluate our design in effectiveness and efficiency.

mobile phone, sleep quality prediction, factor graph model
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Sleep, as an important health indicator, connects tightly
with some diseases [9, 5]. Sleep is the best medicine, the
traditional Chinese medicine praises and advocates highly.
Most of existing works [12, 7] related to sleep quality are
concerned about how to effectively measure sleep quality in
clinic. And, a few works [19, 16] demonstrate the relationship between people’s sleep quality and their contexts. In
this paper, we focus on a more interesting and meaningful
question: can we predict our sleep qualities using our daily context data (including both the people’s physiological
data and their surrounding profiles), or, informally, can we
easily know in advance whether we will have a good sleep
on the coming night? If we can mine the effects of context data on sleep quality without requiring people wearing
external devices, the findings will be of great value for the
judgment of health condition. Using the prediction result,
we can provide useful health related services such as health
status monitoring, health information recommending, etc.
The method can also be extended to many other healthcare
related applications.
Sleep quality can be divided into two types according to
the duration of the measurements lasts; one is the longterm sleep quality, say, a month or more, and the other is
at per-night level. Both sorts of sleep qualities are different
in many respects, especially in the measurement methodology. In literature, the sleep quality refers to the former
generally and is often assessed by self-rated questionnaires.
For instance, the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index(PSQI) is
a most widely used questionnaire and scoring tool for sleep
quality evaluation [3]. In contrast, our study focuses on the
per-night sleep quality prediction with only daily contexts
automatically sampled from mobile phone. We argue that
the prediction of per-night level is finer in time granularity and low in cost, thereby provisioning more real-time and
efficient feedbacks to users or healthcare services.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for sleep quality prediction based on mobile phone data. As we know,
modern mobile phones are often fitted with various built-in
sensors, like, GPS, three-axis accelerometers, photonic sensor, microphone, and the camera. Moreover, the communication logs, either from callings or short messages, can serve
as a kind of soft sensor. These sensors are easy to profile the
daily contexts of the carries, including their trajectory, surrounding noise, place, and even their social activities, social

connections, and surroundings. Based on such features, we
then investigate the effect of daily context information on
the sleep quality and propose a factor graph model to predict the sleep quality. Finally we build a prototype (called
SleepMiner) with Android platform to evaluate our work.
For testing the experimental result, a substantial sleep
quality data as ground truth is needed. In our work a questionnaire assessing sleep quality is designed by us on the
basis of PSQI, and a sleep quality detecting software is used
as a complement to the questionnaire. The result of our
experiments is then compared with the test data to verify
the effectiveness of our method. Experimental results show
that the sleep quality is inferred possibly from user context
information with a fairly good accuracy (around 78%). In
summary, the contributions of our work are as follows:
1. The idea of predicting sleep quality with daily contexts
releases users from wearing various medical devices, thereby
making the users more comfortable and reducing the cost.
2. We design a factor graph model and use the user context features , which we extract from mobile phone data,
to predict per-night sleep quality with a desirable accuracy
(about 78%).
3. We implement Android-based SleepMiner to evaluate
our design. Especially we do a set of improvements for SleepMiner, which make it more friendly, energy-efficient, and robust. Specifically, we use a questionnaire based on PSQI
and a sleep monitoring device to get the ground truth data
for sleep quality evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related work. Section 3 introduces the definitions of problem and the data. Section 4 talks about the
data observation. Section 5 describes the proposed model
and algorithm, in detail. Section 6 presents the SleepMiner
system. Section 7 shows experiment results.Finally, Section
8 concludes this paper and talks about some future work.

which measures limb movements using motion accelerometers. It has been used for monitoring motion-related sleep
disorders [14, 13]. In [2], the authors present a very accurate
classifier of apnea episodes based on SpO2 signal that offers an accuracy of greater than 90%. The authors also have
implemented a system which is able to acquire the SpO2 signal, pre-process it, and identify the presence of sleep apnea
in real time.
The main differences between existing work on sleep quality and our work are about three aspects. First, all these
works focus on monitoring sleep quality during sleep but not
predicting it. In our work we try to predict sleep quality using user context data such as daily activity, living environment and social activity information. Most of existing works
aim at special diseases such as insomnia, circadian rhythm
sleep disorders(CRSD) by monitoring sleep quality. We focus on how the user context information effects sleep quality.
Moreover, most of previous works need special devices such
as breast-band, wrist strap to monitor sleep quality, while in
our work we use phone as the only client, without requiring
participants to wear any other device.
There are also a number of works which analyze relationship between sleep health and both physical and mental
health. [19] examines the sleep-health and lifestyle of elderly people in the prefecture of Okinawa. In [16] the factors
that influence sleep health in junior high school students’
lifestyles are examined. This piece of work is different from
our work in that, they just illustrate that there exists some
relationship between physical activities and sleep quality,
no prediction is done using the data. They mainly focus
on lifestyles such as physical exercises and special devices
are also needed to detect the physical activity. In our work,
we focus on predicting sleep quality by taking many kinds
of context information into consideration. But, these works
present a theoretical basis for our work.

2.

3.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we review related work on sleep quality. Existing works related with sleep quality are mainly about sleep quality detection with special device during
sleep. There are also a number of works which analyze relationship between sleep health and factors such as certain
diseases, physical and mental health, etc.
In [12], the authors develop a non-invasive, wearable neckcuff system capable of real-time monitoring and visualization of physiological signals. With this system one be able
to monitor people’s sleep continuously in a non-invasive and
low cost method. The authors show one of the applications of their system which detects sleep apnea. [7] presents a
sleep monitoring system based on the WISP platform-active
RFID-based sensors equipped with accelerometers. The system accurately infers fine-grained body positions from accelerometer data collected from the WISPs attached to the
bed mattress. Movements and their duration are also detected by the system.
Actigraphy [10] is a commonly used technique of monitoring human rest/activity cycles. It is used to clinically evaluate insomnia, circadian rhythm sleep disorders, excessive
sleepiness and restless legs syndrome. During sleep, body
movements will be monitored by the system [18] which is
specially customized for the users. From the data collected
by observing the movements of their wrist, sleep-wake states
can be identified. Actiwatch is a wrist watch like device

PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE

As mentioned in section 1, PSQI is a widely used scoring
tool of sleep quality but cannot be used in our work directly
because it is designed for a long term sleep quality. We design the questionnaire of per-night sleep quality shown in the
Table 1 on the basis of PSQI. PSQI contains nineteen selfrated questions which form seven component scores. Each
component score has a range of 0–3. The sum of the subscale scores yields a global score of sleep disturbance within
0 and 21. In our questionnaire, questions look like PSQI but
most of them are closely concerned about the conditions of
last day. It contains sixteen self-rated questions. We calculate the score of sleep quality using the Table 2, in which
the notation “#” means the sequence of question in Table
1. As shown, Table 2 consists of seven components, most of
which have a score ranging from 0 to 3, except questions 7
(whose score is either 0 or 1) and 8 (whose score is within 0
to 2). The summation of all components’ scores calculated
by Table 2 yields the final score of sleep quality that ranges
from 0 to 18.
Once we finish filling the Table 1, we can calculate the
final sleep quality score, according to the scoring scheme
shown in Table 2. And, it is clear that the higher the final
score is, the poor the sleep quality will be, and vice versa.
Normally, the final score of the questionnaire are very meaningful in terms of health condition. “0-3” indicates a good
sleep quality and thereby, you possess a good health with

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
6a
6b
6c
6d
6e
6f
6g
6h
7
8
9

Table 1: Sleep Quality Questionnaire
Question
When did you go to bed last night?
What about the time (in minutes) you approximately take to fall asleep?
When did you get up in this morning?
How long (in hours) was your sleep duration in
last night?
What is ratio between the two durations of sleep
and of staying in bed? (can be obtained from
answers 1, 3 and 4.)
The sleeping trouble maybe because (Yes/No)
Have pain
Wake up in the middle of the night or early
morning
Have to get up to use the toilet
Cannot breathe comfortably
Cough or snore loudly
Feel too cold
Feel too hot
Have sad dreams or even nightmares
Have you taken medicine to help sleep?
(Yes/No)
Within the past week, how many times did you
have trouble in staying awake in driving or eating, or have trouble in engaging social activity?
How would you rate the overall sleep quality
during the last week?

high probability. “4-8” represents that your sleep quality is
average and that if you don’t pay enough attention, there
will be a swift decline in your sleep quality. “9-16” shows
that you possibly have sleep problems, and you must keep
attention on such a situation. If the final score is greater
than 16, your sleep quality is sure to be quite poor, and you
are very likely to fall ill in near future.
Besides the questionnaire, we also take advantage of sleep
quality monitoring software called “Sleep as Android” to collect subjects’ sleep data. Similar to the “Sleep Cycle” [7]
for iPhone, “Sleep as Android” is a popular application for
Google Play Store. It monitors the subject during sleep and
generates an objective sleep quality data. In our experiment, we require participants to open the Sleep-as-Android
when they are going to sleep at night, and to put the phone
on the bed. Specifically we use this application of sleep to
complement the sleep quality scores calculated by our questionnaire.

3.1

Table 2: Scoring Scheme for Some Questions
< 16min: 0, 16-30min: 1, 31-60min: 2, or >
#2
60min: 3
#3 > 7am: 0, 6-7am: 1, 5-6am: 2, or < 5am: 3
> 85%: 0, 75% ∼ 84%: 1, 65% ∼ 74%: 2, or
#5
< 65%: 3
s = sum of scores from #6a, #6b,..., up to #6h
#6 where Yes and No yield 0 and 1, respectively. If
s, 0: 0, 1 or 2: 1, 3 ∼ 5: 2, or ≥ 6: 3
#7 Yes: 1 and No: 0
#8 nill: 0, once or twice: 1, or more than twice: 2
very good: 0, fairly good: 1, fairly bad: 2, or very
#9
bad: 3

Ans.

Problem Description

The proposed sleep quality prediction scheme is based on
context data collected by SleepMiner. First we describe subjects and the social activity between them using a graph. A
social network can be represented as G = (V, E), where V
is the set of |V | = N subjects and E ⊂ V × V is the set
of |E| = M social activities between those subjects. We
will define a set of attribute features extracted from mobile
sensor data. All attribute features of subject i in day t is
denoted as Xit . Specifically, xtij is the value of feature j
of subject i in day t. Now we give the definitions of the
attribute features in use. (1) Daily Trajectory. Daily trajectory means the track of one person in the whole day with

corresponding timestamps. We get the trajectory from the
GPS locations collected by SleepMiner. (2) Living Environment. In this study living environment mainly includes the
sound and light information about the user’s surroundings.
Both of them are acquired from on-phone sensors. For each
of them, we calculate the average over one day as its feature.
(3) Activity. It means the postures of subject and in this paper it mainly covers walking, running, sitting, and standing.
We sample accelerometer built in phone with a configured
period of time, in order to extract subject’s activity [1].
We specify the relationship between two subjects as features of social relevance, by using the mobile phone communication logs, if both subjects have connections. The relationship features of any two subjects are measured by the
calling and message records between them, and is denoted
t
by Eij
= (e1 , e2 ) where e1 and e2 are social features for
calling and messaging, respectively. Similar to the sensort
based attributes feature, ek ∈ Eij
(k = 1, 2) measures the
social activity feature k for subjects i and j in day t. Besides these two above features, we also use the previous day’s
sleep quality of subject as the third feature which is denot(t−1)
to represent the sleep quality of subject i at
ed by Yi
the day t − 1. In summary, status of a set of subjects can
be modeled as a directed graph Gt = {V, E t , X t , Y (t−1) },
where V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vn } is the set of subjects. E ⊆ V × V
is the set of directed links between subjects. Each directed
t
link Eij
∈ E is the social activity vector (social features)
between subjects vi and vj for day t. Therefore the pernight sleep quality prediction problem in our study can be
transformed into the following learning problem.
Sleep quality prediction. Let < 1, ..., t > be a sequence
of time stamps with the time granularity of day. Given the
attribute feature set X t , the previous night sleep quality
Y (t−1) , and the social feature E t , the task is to find a predictive function
f : Gt → Y t

(1)

such that the sleep quality at time t can be inferred.
Next we will present some significant observations that
demonstrate the effectiveness of our features. And Section
5 will consider the combination of these features and then
establish the learning model for predicting sleep quality.

4.

OBSERVATIONS

In this section we will present some significant observations over a real-world dataset captured by SleepMiner. Figure 1 illustrates the sleep quality distribution of subjects.
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Figure 2: Sleep correlation distribution
We find that our participants have a normal sleep quality in
most cases. The proportions of subjects with the good and
bad sleep qualities are almost similar, both of which are less
than 20%, and there are few of our participants have poor
sleep qualities.
We also investigate the relationship between the sleep
qualities of two consecutive nights. The result is shown in
Figure 2. We calculate the absolute value of the difference
between sleep qualities of yesterday and the day before yesterday. We find from this figure that two consecutive sleep
qualities are related but not so strong. For the scores for
two consecutive nights, the difference between both of them
in most cases are generally less than or equal to two points.
In other words, the sleep qualities in two successive nights
for a subject experiences no significant variation.
The correlation between the sensor features and the sleep
quality has also been examined. In Figure 3(a) we find that
one’s sleep quality trends to become poor when his/her sitting time as a share of whole day is high. Additionally Figure
3(b) shows that if one stays in an environment with high
sound intensity in day time, his/her sleep quality will be
impacted, but slightly. We have similar observations from
other contexts, like, the light intensity etc.; but we do not
present these results due to the page limit. In summary we
find out through preliminary investigations that a variety
of human contexts correlates with the sleep quality in some
degree, which motivates us to predict the per-night sleep
quality based on the mobile data of daily relevance.

5.

MODEL FRAMEWORK

Based on the above observation, we design a factor graph
model [8, 6] to deal with the sleep-quality prediction at night
level. We first define the following factor functions, the term

of the factor graph theory, which weigh the effect of three
sorts of features we consider.
(1) Attribute Factor: f (yit , xti ) represents the posterior
probability of the sleep quality yit given the the attribute
vector xti . Specifically, yit represents the sleep quality of subject vi at time t, and xti refers to the attributes of subject
vi at time t. In particular, we define the attribute factor with
f (yit , xti ) =

1
exp{αT f (yit , xti )}
Zα

(2)

where α is a weighting vector and f is a vector of feature
functions.
(2) Social Correlation Factor: g(yit , G(yit )) denotes the
correlation between the social relationships, where G(yit ) is
the set of correlated relationships to yit . That is, g(yit , G(yit ))
denotes the correlation between nodes via the edge on the
graph model, which represents the social activity between
two subjects in our model; G(yit ) is the set of nodes’ labels
having relations to yit . In particular, the social correlation
factor can be expressed with
X
1
g(yit , G(yit )) =
exp{
β T g(yit , yjt )}
(3)
Zβ
t
yj ∈G(yi )

where β is a weighting vector and g(yit , yjt ) is a function to
specify whether there is a link from node i to node j in the
model; g(yit , yjt ) equals one if there is an edge from node i to
node j; otherwise 0. In short, this social factor function aims
at indicating the relations between any two nodes within the
model.
(3) Sleep Correlation Factor: h(yit , H(yit−1 )) reflects the
sleep quality correlation between two consecutive nights.
h(yit , H(yit−1 )) =

1
exp{
Zγ

X

γ T h(yit , yit−1 )}

(4)

yit−1 ∈H(yit )

where γ is a weighting vector and H(yit−1 ) is the set of correlated relationships to yit−1 .
Given a network Gt = {V, E t , X t , Y (t−1) }, we can define

the joint distribution over Y by
Y
p(Y |G) =
f (yit xti ) g(yit , G(yit )) h(yit , H(yit−1 ))

(5)

i

Moreover, given a set of labeled nodes in the factor graph,
learning the model is just to estimate an optimal parameter configuration θ = (αT , β T , γ T )T to maximize the loglikelihood function of p(Y ). For clarity, all feature functions
for a node yit are concatenated as
s(yit ) = (f (yit , xti )T ,

X

g(yit , yjt )T ,

X

yj

h(yit , yit−1 )T )T

(6)

yj

Based on Equations (1)-(6), the joint distribution p(Y |G)
can then be written as
Figure 4: SleepMiner system architecture
X
1
1
p(Y |G) = exp{θT
s(yit )} = exp{θT S}
Z
Z
i

(7)

where
Z = Zα Zβ Zγ is a normalization factor and S =
P
t
s(y
). Thus, the log-likelihood objective function can
i
i
be expressed with
X 1
O(θ) = log p(Y L ) = log
exp{θT S}
Z
L
Y |Y
(8)
X
X
T
= log
exp{θ S} − log
exp{θT S}
Y |Y L

Y

where Y L denotes the known labels and Y |Y L is a labeling
configuration of Y inferred from Y L . A gradient decent
method is adopted to maximize the object function. We
calculate the gradient for each parameter θ by
P
P
∂(log Y |Y L exp{θT S} − log Y exp{θT S})
∂O(θ)
=
∂θ
∂θ
P
P
T
T
Y |Y L exp θ S · S
Y exp θ S · S
P
=
− P
T
T
Y |Y L exp θ S
Y exp θ S
= Epθ(Y |Y L ) S − Epθ(Y ) S
(9)
where Epθ(Y |Y L ) S and Epθ(Y ) S are two expectations of S
with and without labels, respectively, both of which cannot
be directly calculated. In this paper, the Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) [11] is employed to approximate marginal
probabilities p(yi |θ) and p(yi , yj |θ). The model learning algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Model learning algorithm
Input: learning rate η which is the parameter that
reflects the speed of learning [11] and set to be
0.001 empirically as [17] does.
Output: optimal parameter θ
Initialize θ;
repeat
Run LBP to calculate Epθ(Y |Y L ) S and Epθ(Y ) S;
Calculate the gradient of θ:
∇θ = Epθ(Y |Y L ,G) S − Epθ(Y |G) S
Update θ: θnew = θold − η · ∇θ
until Convergence;

Using the optimal parameter θ returned by Algorithm 1,
we can infer the unknown labels by finding a label configuration that maximizes the joint probability p(Y ).
Finally, we use the largest marginal probability to predict
the labels of nodes in our factor graph with the optimal θ.

6.

SLEEPMINER IMPLEMENTATION

For collecting and analyzing context data, we implement a
mobile phone based system called SleepMiner, the architecture of which is shown in Figure 4. SleepMiner is compatible
to any Android platform of version 2.2 or later.

6.1

Android Platform Sensors

Android is an open source Linux-based OS. It is now the
most popular mobile phone system all over the world. In
our experiments, we collect the raw data from the Android
phone of version 4.0.4. The on-phone sensors are as follows. (1) Sound sensor. Android system does not provide
an sound sensor. We get this type of data by turning to the
microphone. For a series of sound sampling over a period
of time, we can calculate the sum of raw samples (denoted
by s1 ) and the sum of the squared values of all the samples
(denoted by s2 ). With the total number of samples, say, n,
we can calculate the strength of sound signal S in dB by
s − s2 /n
S = log10 2 n 1 . (2) Location. We acquire the longitude
and latitude pairs by using the GPS module. In addition, the
nearest WiFi device is also automatically detected by SleepMiner to assist in localizing. (3) Light sensor. The strength
of light is returned by the light sensor equipped on almost
all Android devices. In our experiment, SleepMiner detects the light strength every 10 seconds, enough to reflect the
variation of environmental light. (4) Accelerometer. Like GPS, accelerometer is also a very common sensing module for
Android system. Besides collecting data, we use accelerometer to drive other sensors adaptively work. Specifically, we
decide when to start or close the other sensors according to
accelerations. The optimization policies will be detailed in
section 6.3.
We use SleepMiner to collect subjects’ context information, the way [15] dose, but mobile phone is the only client’s
device for SleepMiner, which collects daily life related data, such as sound, light, postures, and positions. Besides
the on-phone sensory data, the communication logs covering the text and call records are also traced by SleepMiner
without extracting the contents.

client phone’s SD card to prevent possible errors and data
loss. Using this strategy also satisfies the requirement of real time prediction of sleep quality in coarse grain and more
importantly, reduces the energy cost in network communication significantly. (3) For reducing the communication time,
SleepMiner uses the socket communication rather than the
HTTP POST sending mode. The SleepMiner server is also designed to response the client request immediately after
receiving data, then to parse as well as document the data.
In comparison with the general solution in which the server responses the client request after parsing the data, our
implementation reduces response time obviously and consequently improves the reliability of network connection.

7.
Figure 5: SleepMiner Application

6.2

Software Components

SleepMiner consists of two major parts: the client and
the server. SleepMiner client is an Android application running on subjects’ phone for collecting contexts. It generates
the data and sends it to SleepMiner server which stores the
data in structured form and deals with data analysis. The
default data acquisition frequency is once every 10 seconds.
Subjects in our experiment should run the SleepMiner client application on their phone in a whole day except sleeping
time, and fill out the questionnaire every morning about the
sleep quality of last night. To encourage the subjects to
use our application, we feedback some information to them
about their sleep quality and some other related information. Figure 5 shows the user interface of our application.
SleepMiner server takes the charge of data storage and
analysis. To improve the efficiency of our system, we implement the following functions on our system. (1) The
system provides a analysis report to all subjects every day,
which includes some basic statistical information such as data size. For those who didn’t collect data successfully due
to some personal reasons, the system will remind them by
feed-backing to these subject a notification. (2) Sometimes,
there exists some obviously abnormal data in the raw data.
The system pre-processes the data set every day and removes the abnormal data. (3) SleepMiner server provisions
friendly user interfaces to visualize the data and to fetch the
data; these interface make the data analyzing very easy.

6.3

Implementation Considerations

To save energy we take advantage of methods proposed in
[4]. We try to reduce the running time of GPS sensor, which
consumes a lot of electricity. The system detects that the
subject is standing or sitting for a while, and then it close
the sensor until the system detect that subject is running or
walking again. This strategy is of great use because people
always do not move much during office time.
To improve the network communication quality, we design
and implement following strategies: (1) In client, SleepMiner
generates data in JSON format, which enables the sending
of the data relatively quick and compact. With JSON, it is
also easy to parse the data on the server since there are many
existing tool to parse on it. (2) We transmit data periodically rather than in strict real-time. SleepMiner client stores
the data when generating it and sends the data to server
once every hour. SleepMiner client also backups the data in

EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments are carried out with 15 subjects for 30
successive days, sampling phone-based context data covering
physiological activities, surroundings, and social activities.
During the daytime, all subjects are required to switch on
the SleepMiner client installed on their phone. Every morning, they are also needed to fill the questionnaire of sleep
quality relevance. Especially, we validate each questionnaire
submitted every day in terms of conflicts, in order to ensure
that subjects carefully finish the questionnaire. Validation
results show that more than 98% of the questionnaires are
filled out carefully by subjects. In addition, we require that
subjects run the Sleep-As-Android application when they
are ready to go to bed.
The overall experimental results (in Table 3) show that
the performance of our model can achieve around 78% in
terms of the quality of sleep quality prediction.
Table 3: Performance of SleepMiner assessment.(%)
Factors used
Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
Previous day
59.42
67.50
79.41
72.97
+ Attributes
73.91
84.85
82.35
83.58
+ Social
65.22
71.05
79.41
75.00
All
78.26
87.50
82.35
84.85
We evaluate the contribution of different factors defined in
our model as follows. We first remove attribute correlation
factors and social correlation factors and only keep the sleep
correlation factor, and then add each of the factors into the
model. Then we evaluate the performance improvement by
each factor. Table 3 shows that we achieve a relative high
accuracy when we take all the features into consideration.
We find that all the factors are useful for predicting the sleep
quality, but the contribution is difference. Specifically, with
the sleep correlation factor only, the accuracy would achieve
to almost 60%. After adding the attribute factor, we get a
significant improvement of accuracy, of about 14%, which
means the peoples’ daily activity and living environments
have a obvious effects to the subjects’ sleep quality. This,
also proved the effectiveness of our work. From the result
we also find that social factor affects the accuracy about 6%,
but not as much as attribute factor. It’s partially because
we describe the social activity in our model only using the
calling record and SMS record, while a person’s social activity can include much more things. By combining all the
factors together, we can further obtain a accuracy of 78%,
that’s because our model not only considers different factors,
but also leverages the correlation between them.

Note that in fact, there exist differences in some respects
over subjects which will bring uncertainties in some degree.
For example, subjects have different habits of using their
phone, different surroundings, and different reaction to surroundings; so we will in future improve our design by adapting the model parameters to subject. Additionally, there are
a few other factors possibly affecting the accuracy of sleepquality prediction, such as the irregular, sporadic sleep time
of subject.
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[8]

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose an novel approach for predicting
individual’s sleep quality using mobile data. We first define
the problem by designing a questionnaire based on PSQI. We
extract several features such as daily activity, living environment and social activity from mobile phone data, and then
propose a method based on factor graph for predicting sleep
quality using these features. For evaluating the proposed
model, the SleepMiner system is developed, which uses mobile as the only client and collects context data in real time.
The system implements several strategies to improve the
efficiency of data collecting and reliability of network communication. We train our model using context features, the
experimental result shows that the proposed factor graph
model can significantly improve the performance for sleep
quality prediction.
In future, we will take other factors into consideration
such as people for different groups, etc.. For different people,
the effects of daily contexts on their sleep quality might be
different. So we will, in the future, focus on a few special
groups of people such as the elder and ones with a sort of
diseases. In addition, because the accuracy of mobile data
is not fully accessed all the time, we will try to employ some
other commercial-off-the-shelf devices if they can enable an
improvement in prediction quality.
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